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Abstract. Extended Kalman filtering is applied to estimate the 
parameters of a linear dynamic stochastic system given in a 
state space description. The equation describing the dynamics 
of the system is implicit i.e. the equation yields a linear 
transform of the new state vector. The inverse mappinc is es- 
timated recursively. To analyze the convergence properties an 
extension of Ljung's scheme is suggested in which a mixed 
(stochastic and deterministic) recursion is used. 
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INTRODUCTION 
(EKF) algorithm which was designed 
to solve the identification problem 
of linear dynamic stochastic systems 
siven by an implicit state space equ- 
ation. We have 
F(B)xt+l (e)=A(e)x,(e)+B(e)u,+ 
+R:;+e 177, (1) 
yt(e)=c(e)Xt(e)+~~2(e)~t (2) 
where 6SRP is the parameter vector to 
be estimated, x (e&R” 
mt 
is the state 
vector, yt(6)SR is the observation 
process, utfRq is a stationary input 
process independent of the past, 
vtSRn, wtCRm are noise processes. 
Ate), B(B), F(6), Rvv(6), Rww(8) are 
matrices of appropriate dimensions. 
We assume x0(8)-0. 
The noise process (v,,w,) is a dis- 
crete white noise process. 
Implicit state space equations were 
used in connection with a hydrological 
problem discussed in Bhagchi and others 
(19801, Gerencser (19821, Szzilldsy- 
Nagy (198Q). In this paper we show to 
apply an EKF method for the innovation 
representation of the system. An ite- 
rative method for computing F -l(e) 
will be used simultaneously with the 
filter equations. 
A MIXED (DETERMINISTIC- 
STOCHASTIC) ALGORITHM 
We shall give a modification of the 
algorithm of Ljung (1977). Let us 
assume that the unknown parameter 
vector is split into two components, 
say 8*SRP, $*eRq. The estimates e(t) 
0f es? and Q(t) of Jl:: will be updated 
by a mixed stochastic-dterministic 
iteration. Such an algorithm with 
simple noise structure was proposed 
and analyzed in Gerencser, Vdg6 (1983). 
In the present paper the more compli- 
cated noise structure introduced by 
Ljung will be considered: 
Algorithm. Given some initial esti- 
mates 8(O), $(O). The recursion is 
et=et_l+(i/t)n(xt,et_~,~t_l) (3) 
~t=~t_l+g(6t_l,~t_l) (4) 
where the underlying stochastic noise 
process xteRn is generated by the 
following stochastic difference equa- 
tion: 
xt=A(Bt_l, 9 t-1)xt-1+ 
+B(6t_l,$t_l)et, (5) 
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where etGR" is a discrete white noise The function f is well-defined and 
process. 
it can be shown that it is conti- 
nuously differentiable on D,. 
The region in which 6(t) may vary -- 
will be denoted by De, it is a bounded 
open set. The joint parameter vector 
may vary in a bounded open set D 9$' 
For each EIGDe the set 
(6) 
is assumed to be a bounded, open set. 
We assume that the mapping G(e):$+$+ 
+g(EI,$) maps D,(6) into itself for 
The unknown parameter vector Bf? is 
assumed to satisfy the nonlinear al- 
gebraic equation f(B*)=O, and we as- 
sume that there is no other solution 
of f(e)=0 in De. Moreover we assume 
that the deterministic and continuous 
time approximation of the recursion 
is convergent, more exactly we have 
the following 
Condition. The differential equation 
all 6eDe and have the following (d/ds)6s=f(6s) (9) 
Condition. The function g is conti- 
nuously differebtiable and for any 
fixed 0eD,, the mapping G(9) has a 
is asymptotically stable in 0", more- 
over fg(8") is nonsingular. 
unique f&point in D$(e), say $*(6), 
to which the sequence qt generated by 
converges for arbitrary initial value 
$JoeDq(eL 
Under this condition there exists a 
continuously differentiable Lyapunov 
function V defined in some neighbour- 
hood of 0" which we identify with De. 
Characterization of V is given e.g. 
in Arnold (1974). It can be assumed 
that D9 is of the form D,=Ie:V(e)<d) 
qk;(f3) is the solution of g(e,$)=O for 
$. Let us assume that g is continously 
differentiable in a neigborhood of 
(e,$~"(e)) for 6eD 6 and g$t9,$*(8)) is 
nonsingular. Then $*(6) is continously 
differentiable. 
Next we characterize the noise process 
Xt' We assume the following 
Condition. The matrix-valued function 
A:D6$+R 
nxn is continuously differen- 
tiable and A(e,$";(e>) is stable for 
all 9GD,, i.e. all the eigenvalues of 
A lie within a circle of radius l-s, 
where we may assume that E is indepen- 
dent of 8. 
The invariant measure with respect to 
(5) will be represented by a r.v. 
x"(B) which has this distribution. 
Condition. The function Q is defined 
and continuously differentiable on 
RnxDeg, and both Q and its first de- 
rivatives are uniformly polynomially * . we have 
i/n~TZY~:~~I/i: cX;lZi~;~~N ) for 
xeR", teJJ)eDJJ, with some c,N, and 
similar inequalities hold for the 
first partial derivatives. 
Now we can. define a function by 
f(e)=EQ(x"te),e,~"(e)). (8) 
with some positive d. 
We write IJJ"'=$J:~(~"). We expect that 
the stochastic algorithm generates a 
sequence of estimates which converges 
to (8”,$“). In fact the estimates may 
leave the region DAti in which we have 
control over the algorithm, therefore 
we restrict ourselves to the event fro 
(e(t),$(t)) does not leave Des. 
We have the following 
Theorem. If the above conditions are 
satisfied then the estimates (e(t), 
Jl(t)) will converge to te",$*) for 
almost all fdecio. 
For the method of proof we refer to 
Lipcsey (1983). 
THE EKF ALGORITHM 
In the case when the state space equ- 
ation is implicit we introduce the 
matrix +(e)=F'l(e). There exist fast 
iterative methods to compute F-1(9) 
when F is tridiagonal, as in the 
hydrological problem (Varga, 19621. 
Let use formally write such an itera- 
tive scheme in the form 
+t=4Jt_1+4( * ‘$t_l 1. (10) 
We note that ~,(e)=-~(e)F,(e)~(e). 
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For any fixed 8eD6 let c,(6) denote 
the one-steo ahead oredict.ion of 
x,(8) i.e. x,t~~=E~~,t8~/y,_,,..~_y0~. 
Then we have the following recursion 





with ~ot8)=xot6)E0. Here Kt(8) is the 
Kalman-gain, for which we assume that 
lim K,(e)=K(6) exists. The innovation 
t 
process e,(e) is a nonnormalized white 
noise process i.e. Est(e)sT(e)=At(e). 
Let limht(8)=h(8). 
t 
Let y, (s-o,..., t) be an observation 
process obtained from the model with 
e=e*. For any fixed 0 we cap use equ- 
ations (1) (2) to generate x,(e), 
E,(e), and thus we obtain an expres- 
sion for the negative loglikelihood 
function: 
t 
v,(e)=+ c Isi(e)Ail(e)s,(e)+ 
s=o 
+logdetAs(8)} . (13) 





For computational purposes we have to 
consider Kte">) and A(6*) as indepen- 
dent parameters to be estimated. When 
innovation representation is used we 
assume that the elements of K(8*) are 
included in the parameter vector of 
the system, thus the dependencies K(8) 
Ke(8) become trivial. The enlarged 
parameter will be denoted again by 8*. 
To minimize W with respect to 8 we 
have to compute the derivative process 
Ee,t- We shall differentiate (111, 
(12) with respect to 8. Let 
b(e)=$(e)Bte) 
Hte)=~te)Ate)-K(e)c(e). (15) 
Let assume that 6 is scalar. Then we 
have: . 
h 







In the general case the subscript 6 
has to be replaced by one of the 
components ei. 
In the algorithm given below we shall 
consider $(e")=$" as a part of the 
parameter vector to be estimated. 
Thus $(6,) and $e(6t) will be repla- 
ced by $, and -$tFe(6t)+t, respecti- 
vely. The Hessian Wee(f3") will be 
estimated by Rt, and A(@^) will be 
estimated by empirical covariances. 
Thus we get the following extension 
of the algorithm given in Ljung 
(1979): 
Algorithm. 
et=& -(l/t)R-lsT e tAilEt t I 
(18) 
Rt=Rt_l+(l/t)(s; tA;lee t- 
I I 
-Rt_l+GI) 6>0 (19) 
At=At_1 +(l/t)(EtEt- t_l) TA (20) 
9t=~t_l+g(6t,+t_l) (21) 






Ed ,=-c,te,)i,-cce,)S, t (24) 
, I 
A 







-Kte,) ce(et) (27) 
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+ QtB8(Bt). (28) 
The results stated in the previous 
section guarantee that lim8t=8fz for 
t 
almost all wSRo if 8* is uniquely de- 
termined by the observations. More- 
over l:mRt=We6 (e*)+61, limAt=h(8*) 
t 
and limQt=F -lee”) for almost all 
t 
0’ 
To ensure convergence with 
probility 1 we need to incorporate 
some safeguard againtst falling es- 
timates out of some region of attrac- 
tion. This has been a poorly discus- 
sed subject, however Kushner and Kumar 
(1982) has given recently a rigourous 
analysis of a truncation method. 
CONCLUSION 
Linear dynamic stochastic systems can 
be identified with extended Kalman 
filter algorithms. In our example the 
state space equation is not of the 
standard form, we called it implicit 
state space equation. Such equations 
are obtained when we use an implicit 
discrete scheme of a partial differen- 
tial equation of the parabolic type. 
The natural parametrization of the 
system was extended in many ways. First 
we introduced the Kalman gain-matrix 
as an independent parameter. Thereaf- 
ter we introduced the inverse of the 
matrix appearing on the left hand side 
of the state space equation as a new, 
independent parameter, and some other 
independent parameters were introduced 
in a standard way. The recursive es- 
timation method we proposed is a mixed 
type algorithm: some parameters are 
updated by a stochastic approximation 
type iteration while other parameters 
are updated by a deterministic itera- 
tion. We described the general scheme 
of such algorithms and stated the ex- 
tension Ljung's convergence theorem. 
It is not obious that identification 
in the innovation representation is 
superior to the other method discussed 
in Ljung (1979) when the natural para- 
metrization of the system is not chan- 
ged and the gain-matrix is computed 
recursively from the Ricatti-equations. 
If this approach is chosen we have to 
compute the derivatives of all matri- 
ces in the Ricatti-equation to guaran- 
tee convergence. To analyze this method 
we need results on stochastic-determi- 
nistic recursive algorithms even if 
the state space equation is explicit, 
because of the Ricatti equations, or 
we have to adapt the proof of Ljung's 
convergence theorem to the special cir- 
cumstances, as in Ljung (1979). 
Identifiability questions has not 
been treated. We worked with the hy- 
pothesis that the likelihood func- 
tion has a unique minima. 
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